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Good guesses, but not quite. If you are itching for an exciting, height-defying activity, this is it! But
first get yourself a physical, please, before embarking on this! Details on p. 5
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History

MOCA solicits write-ups, photos of COVID-19
anti-Asian acts for OneWorld Collection exhibit

To counter the hate that has surfaced
against Asian American Pacific Islanders
due to the outbreak of COVID-19, the
Museum of Chinese in America (MOCA)
announces the establishment of the MOCA
OneWorld COVID-19 Special Collection
(“OneWorld Collection”) documenting the
proactive steps and incredible acts of generosity and support exhibited by the Chinese
in America and the Chinese diaspora during
this challenging time.
MOCA joins alongside AAPI organizations to document all reported acts of discrimination against Asian American Pacific
Islanders due to COVID-19. The Museum's

OneWorld Collection will document the
efforts of those who are raising money,
procuring or donating personal protective
equipment (PPE), and making efforts to
reinforce the importance of one world. It
will feature acquisitions of a wide range of
artifacts, including but not limited to photographs, letters, articles, journals, messages,
notes, certificates, medical records, videos,
and oral histories of Chinese Americans
during this time. This collection will not
only feature stories of community efforts but
also highlight experiences of individuals and
families during these unprecedented times.
“MOCA knows that the history of rac-

ism against Chinese Americans, Japanese
Americans, and those mistaken for these
groups is largely missing in textbooks.
These omissions are unacceptable," said
Nancy Yao Maasbach, president of the Museum of Chinese in America. "MOCA works
tirelessly to share these painful episodes and
document the occurrences, and now through
its OneWorld Collection it will celebrate
resilience and perseverance."
MOCA is inviting the public to send a
write-up and photos to oneworld@mocanyc.
org, with the subject line Submission for
MOCA OneWorld COVID-19 Special
Collection, to share a story that they believe
should be recorded and documented. Participants will be asked to tell us how they,
their association, or their community group
organized to help during the current crisis.
Meanwhile, there is one story on how
Chinese IN New York City are supporting
the fight in COVID-19 you can read on
China Insight’s home page. ♦
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Publisher’s Pronouncements

In Memorium

Greetings:
As most of the country continues to be
forced to stay home and self-quarantine
because of the coronavirus, China Insight
will only be available in a digital format at
www.chinainsight.info.
While we are not used to spending days
on end staying at home, all the activities of
normal life are now on hold so as to stop the
spread of the novel coronavirus. This is a
new experience for most and we are learning
ways to spend this time in self-quarantine
productively, whether as quality family
time, self-improvement or completing a
variety of bucket-list projects.
At China Insight, we have always hoped
to see young Asian Americans engaged in
our communities. Therefore, it is encouraging to see one such group, the Asian
American Organizing Project (AAOP) comprised of Asian Minnesotan organizations,
doing just that! This non-partisan grassroot
group is led by young Asians, many from
refugee and immigrant families, working
to “advance Asian American, refugee, and
immigrant participation in democracy for
equitable and just society.” It hopes to effect “institutional and systemic change”
through registering more Asian American
voters, raising political consciousness and
providing access to relevant information to
the Asian and Pacific Islander populations
in Minnesota. Learn more about them at
aaopmn.org.
Many in the Chinese community have
also chosen to volunteer their time to battle
the coronavirus in many ways, including
assisting frontline health care workers, fundraising and assisting with Chinese manu-

www.chinainsight.info

RUTH STRICKER
March 12, 1935 – April 14, 2020

facturers to secure face masks and other
desperately needed PPE. See page 9 for
information on the Minnesota International
Chinese School and their efforts in helping
health organizations in need of assistance
to combat COVID-19 and, also, providing
free fruits and vegetable for those in need
in Bloomington.
Beginning this monthwe are adding a
feature called Points of View in which we
welcome letters and commentaries from
readers. China Insight is committed to promoting respectful viewpoints on issues that
matter most to China Insight readers. We
will also welcome cartoons. If interested,
please submit to articles@chinainsight.info.
Last but not least, all of us at China Insight wish all the mothers out there a Happy
Mother’s Day.

Ruth Ann
Stricker of
Deephaven,
Minnesota,
passed away
peacefully
on April 14,
2020. Connected in love
and gratitude for her immeasurable
contributions over the course of a
remarkable life, Ruth’s family, friends
and professional colleagues around
the world honor this visionary of the
health and wellness industry. Founder
of The Marsh, A Center for Balance and
Fitness in Minnetonka, Ruth was an
industry icon and pioneer in mind-body
work. Striker, along with her husband
Bruce Dayton, who predeceased her,
were patrons of Chinese art and culture,
and her presence will be sorely missed
within the local Chinese community.

Sincerely,

Gregory J. Hugh
President – CEO
China Insight, Inc.
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Taste own medicine

The screenshot of the official Twitter account of the Chinese Embassy in Sri Lanka.
Photo: screenshot

The Chinese government is known for
closing down websites and social media
accounts for “publishing political news

without a permit” or anti-Chinese government information. So in April, they got a
dose of their own medicine.

Crime continues
While most commerce and social activities were on lockdown, criminals carried on.
By April 16, Chinese prosecutors had filed
charges against 2,416 suspects in 1,980
criminal cases related to the COVID-19
epidemic!
Twenty-six of the suspects were charged
for hindering the prevention and control of
the infectious disease and 572 for obstructing official duties. Others were charged
for producing and selling fake or inferior
products, price gouging, fraud, making up
and passing on false information. ♦

Space bound
April 24, 2020 marked the 50th anniversary of China’s successful launch of its
first man-made satellite into space. The approximately 3-ft in diameter Dongfanghong
1 carried a radio transmitter that broadcasted
in orbit for 20 days.
To commemorate the event, there is an
online exhibit featuring nearly 50 items
related to China’s aerospace program,
including a hand-crank calculator used by
nuclear physics expert Deng Jiaxian during
the study and development of China's first
atomic bomb, and the spacesuit of China's
first astronaut Yang Liwei, who flew into
space aboard the Shenzhou-5 spacecraft in

Twitter accounts of the Chinese ambassador to Cyprus and the Chinese Embassy in
Sri Lanka were suspended without specific
reason and warning in mid-April.
Both the ambassador to Cyprus and
the Sri Lankan embassy officials slammed
Twitter for “double standard” in limiting
their freedom of speech and “U.S. narrowmindedness” for their posts representing
“different voices” over China’s war against
the pandemic.
The director of the Research Center
for Cyberspace Governance said, “China
has been playing an active role in helping
the international community and offering
Chinese experience in the fight against the
COVID-19. But some anti-China groups
continue to spread rumors and distort facts,
trying to blame the pandemic on China to
cover their own failures.” He also added,
“wetter appears as a public platform but
has a private nature, which serves only the
interests of the US as a US company."
Both accounts were restored by Twitter,

Back with a vengeance!
Well … maybe they never left! Uber
luxury retailer Hermès reopened its Guangzhou store mid-April and raked in $2.7
million sales in one day! Chinese luxury
consumers are definitely ready to open their
purses again.
Hermès is one of the favourite brands of
mainland Chinese.
Hermès’ Birkin bag is considered a
“financial asset” that holds, if not increase,
its value, as reported by an online marketer.
During the COVID-19 crisis, Birkin bags
value went up. Over the past 35 years, the
average value of Birkin bags increased by
14 percent.
Several Hong Kong and mainland
luxury retailers report changes in luxury
consumers’ behaviours, such as spending
less time at luxury malls after they reopened.
Trend is probably toward more digitized
services that connect consumers to realtime events. Shanghai Fashion Week that

took place in late March in midst of the
country’s lockdown was livestreamed, and
allowed all consumers “front-row” seats and
to purchase what they fancied.
Many other luxury brands also established WeChat pop-up shops where sales
associates can communicate with customers,
who can then order and receive purchases
promptly. ♦

Feet fetish
2003. Viewers will also be to see manuscripts, stamps, and flight simulators.
Since 2016, China has declared April 24
“Space Day of China.”♦

Online fair
Schools, concerts, fashion
shows and museums go online,
so why not a fair? The 127th
China Import and Export Fair
(aka Canton Fair), the largest
biannual China trade fair, will
go online from June 15-24 as a
result of COVID-19 outbreak.
The Canton Fair is China’s
largest international trade fair
and committed to boost crossborder commerce. It covers
16 major export categories
ranging from home appliances, consumer
goods, textiles to medical and health care.
The 24/7 online fair will allow face-to-face
negotiation or mass marketing promotion to
audiences by thousands of “Made in China”

who said the suspensions were “systematic
mistakes.” ♦

exhibitors. Going online is seen as a “new
business model” for digital trading.
The fall 2019 fair had 186,015 participants from 214 countries and produced
US$29.3 bln in exports. ♦

COVID-19 had probably pushed lots of
people over the edge. But this bald man in
Hong Kong takes the cake (or feet!)

Photos of a man
kissing the bare feet
of random passengers
on Hong Kong’s subway began circulating
on social media the
first week of April.
The first “posting”
showed him talking to
and then removing the
socks of a schoolboy.
He then proceeded to
kiss the sole of the
boy’s foot and then
got off the train. Later
that same day, another
photo of him rubbing
his face against and
then kissing the bare
feet of an adult man
(who was holding
onto the seat poles
in fear) was posted.
Other passengers in
both instances were
shown to be keeping
their (social) distance.
No further details have surfaced about
the kinky bald guy. ♦
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Hong Kong-style milk teas
By Elaine Dunn

Milk. Tea. Milk tea. As common sense
dictates, “milk tea” refers to tea with milk
added. Descriptives for this concoction
include “dark and bold” and “rich and
creamy.”
Although wildly popular in Hong Kong,
milk tea is not endemic to Hong Kong, of
course; but with most things Hong Kongrelated, just taken “over the top”!
According to a Wikipedia entry, Hong
Kongers consume approximately 900 million glasses/cups annually and, in February
2012, “milk tea” (奶茶)was the fourthranked Hong Kong cuisine in “Top Eat 100.”
Besides Hong Kong, milk tea is consumed in great quantities in Canada, England, Ireland, Scotland, and Sri Lanka as
well. It is also tremendously popular in parts
of India, where tea is usually taken with milk
and referred to as milk tea (What else!?!).
Tea without milk is referred to as "black
tea," or simply "tea without."
Tea drinking in Hong Kong comes with
its Chinese heritage. But adding milk to tea
is probably a nod to its British colonial past.
Hong Kong-style milk tea is made up of
black tea (which has slightly bitter “notes”)
with evaporated or condensed milk added.
The resulting smooth and creamy brew is
sweet, and commonly taken at breakfast,
lunch and afternoon tea. The executive director of a Hong Kong milk tea restaurant
chain said, “No matter if you are having
bread, fried noodles, barbecued pork or
congee, they all go well with milk tea.”
It can be prepared as a hot or cold beverage, depending on season and preference.

milk tea (絲襪奶茶).
When milk tea is prepared with condensed milk as opposed to evaporated milk
and sugar, it is known in Cantonese as cha
jau (茶走). Literally, the term translates into
“tea run.” It’s the code for telling the evaporated milk and sugar to ‘run’ from the milk
tea! In the early days when older folks claim
that the added sugar caused phlegm to form
in their throats, they requested condensed
milk be used instead of evaporated milk.
And the secret to making a great “cuppa”? Besides the “blend,” i.e. the ratio of
black tea (70 percent) to milk (30 percent)
used, the devil is in the details. The tea element is usually made up of several kinds
of black tea, according to Donald Tse, a
Hong Kong milk tea expert who organizes
workshops on tea-making techniques. He
also said the process is more than just letting the tea leaves steep in water. It requires
pretty exact temperatures. The process can
be broken down to four steps: brew, infuse,
pour and rest.
“The ‘silk stocking’ is used to improve
the astringency of the milk tea. The bag
helps to filter out the tea leaves and bitterness,” Tse said. Once the leaves are in the
stocking, the tea master pours hot water
(96 to 98 degrees Celsius) over them, letting them steep for 12 minutes. When the
leaves are half afloat, the tea is poured back
and forth four times from a decent distance
to maximize pressure and incorporate more
air. This step is also known as “pulling the
tea,” and increases the fragrance of the tea,
which is then heated back to approximate
94oC. “Pull too many times and the tea
leaves will be over extracted, and if you
don’t pull enough then the tea will lose its
punchiness,” he explained. The optimum
temperature for drinking the prepared brew
is between 55 to 60 degrees.

“Stocking” filter used during the pulling
process
A cold milk tea served in an ice bath so it
stays chilled without its flavour being diluted
by melting ice cubes

Filtering the tea leaves through a
cotton strainer bag is a key “feature” of
Hong Kong-style milk tea. Though filters/
strainers are not strictly necessary, but
generally preferred, they are said to make
the tea smoother and can add intensity to
the tea’s brown color by prolonging the tea
drenching stage. Because of its shape and
color (dyed brown from the tea), the cotton
filter resembles pantyhose during filtering,
Hong Kong-style milk tea has earned the
nickname of "pantyhose" or "silk stocking"

“Milk tea is critical to Hong Kong food
culture and it has been part of every Hong
Konger’s life, but it is at risk of disappearing. [Because of this] I am passionate about
contributing my expertise to preserving and
passing on the technique to the next generation,” Tse said. To ensure Hong Kong-style
milk tea culture lives on beyond the lifetime
of current tea “masters,” Tse offers training to unemployed high school students
so they have the “correct” qualifications to
work at any cha chaan teng (Cantonese for
café-like restaurants that serve milk teas
and light fare).
Hong Kongers’ passion for their milk tea
cannot be understated. The thought of a cup
of milk tea with a bor law bao (Cantonese

for the popular pineapple bun) is to Hong
Kongers what apple pie and ice cream are
to Americans.
Lately, it appears the beauty and fashion
industries may also be paying attention to
milk teas. Maybe not so much for the flavour
but for the warm beige shade the beverage
comes in. In April, YSL Beauty launched
new limited-edition collections of lipsticks
and lip gloss in shades inspired by milk tea
flavours. Asian girls are dying their hair the
color of milk tea (check out #milkteahair on
Instagram). Last but not least, sneakers also
got on the milk tea wagon in milk tea shades!
From beverages to lipsticks to hair
colour to sneakers, the milk tea trend is
hot, hot, hot and not about to cool down
anytime soon!♦

This PUMA sneaker looks as comfortable as
its delicious milk tea shade

www.chinainsight.info

Hair dyed to match milk tea is all the current
rage for Asian girls

New spring launch from YSL Beauty

Arts & Cuture

Eternal Offerings: Chinese
Ritual Boxes
Houston,
the bronze
owl has landed!
Ye s , a n
owl-shaped
wine vessel
more than
3,000 years
old has attained star
status at the
“Eternal Offerings: ChiA zun, wine vessel, in the nese Ritual
Boxes” exhishape of an owl
bition at the
Asia Society Texas Center in Houston.
It “garnered the most attention and most
admiration from viewers, who marveled at
its beauty, exquisite patterns and relatively
intact condition.”
“Eternal Offerings” showcases the artistry of hundreds of artisans and craftsmen
whose creations were used in ancestral
traditions and burial rites. The exhibition
explores humanity’s universal desire to
honor one’s ancestors and highlights some
of the earliest examples of the artwork
and methods developed for that purpose.
Though today’s technology has devised
many ways to honor loved ones, this exhibition demonstrates that the concept of
honoring those who came before is inherent
to the human experience.
The bronzes originate from 1600 B.C.
to A.D. 220 and represent the largest, most
prestigious collection ever seen in Texas.
The exhibition also features digital media illustrating the process of casting the
bronzes, widely considered to be among the
most advanced metalwork before modern
times. The objects on display include pots
and other serving vessels, bells, spears,
daggers, and mirrors. Many are intricately
shaped like animals, in addition to the owl,
such as a dragon, water buffalo and a horse.
The ornamentation is even more impressive
given that the molds were always destroyed
as a by-product of the casting process, guar-

anteeing that each object was completely
unique.
The bronze owl wine vessel is from the
late Shang Dynasty (1300-1046 B.C.). Its
size, form and execution are superb -- one
can even “make out each particular feather
type on the surface.”
As in many cultures both ancient and
modern, rituals and ceremonies honoring
departed family members were a pivotal
part of Chinese society. Ancestors’ names
were often cast into the pieces, and some
pieces chronicled specific events in their
lives. Inscription styles and the level of
detail evolved over the centuries, allowing
the exhibition viewers to witness first-hand
the evolution of an ancient art form that
eventually reached across the globe.
The collection is from the Minneapolis
Institute of Art, exhibit organizer, and is
considered one of the best collections of
Chinese bronzes in the U.S. The exhibition
contains not just serving objects and animal
shapes, but weapons and musical instruments too. Bells were an important part of
rituals connecting the living to the dead, and
music was a crucial a part of honoring the
dead in ancient ceremonies, just like today’s
funerals and religious services.
In addition to highlighting bronze artistry, the exhibition will put bronze objects
side by side with later artworks influenced
by the Bronze Age, such as jade, blue and
white ceramics, and cloisonné.
Given the rarity of a collection this
size, this is the only opportunity that will
be offered
anywhere in
Texas for history buffs, art
fans, and the
public at large
to see these
works.
The exhibit runs
through Aug.
9, 2020.♦
Han Dynasty 206 B.C.-A.D.
220) bronze horse
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The 2020 Census will
shape your future.
Every 10 years, the United States counts
everyone living in the country on April 1, no
matter where they are from, what language they
speak, or why they are in the country. The count
includes children and newborn babies, citizens
and noncitizens, and temporary residents.

What will the 2020
Census ask me?
The number of people living or staying at your
address on April 1 • Do you own or rent your
home? •Telephone number • Name • Age •
Date of birth • Sex • Relationship to the person
filling out the form • Race • Hispanic origin

What won’t the
2020 Census ask?
Your Social Security number • Money or
donations • Anything on behalf of a political
party • Your bank or credit card account
numbers • No citizenship question or
immigration status

Responding is
important for
your family and
community.
For more information, visit:

www.2020census.gov
ASIAN AND
PACIFIC ISLANDER
AMERICAN VOTE

Responding
is easy.
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Boredom therapy: climb the
stairs!
By Elaine Dunn
At the end of
a “normal” Minnesota winter,
cabin fever sets
in. However, this
is no “normal”
spring and these
are not “normal”
times. The stayat-home requirements a result of
the coronavirus
has compounded
that yearning for
fresh and open air

exponentially!
Abnormal times call for abnormal solutions. So … here is a possible “fix” for your
boredom – you can start planning your next
stair-climbing trip! But be forewarned, it is
neither a trip for the faint of heart nor for
those with a fear of heights!
The stairs being proposed for your next
trip are no ordinary stairs! These stairs are
often described as one of the most amazing and dangerous staircases in the world!
Built on a UNESCO World Heritage site,
these stairs are the spiral staircase in the
Taihang Mountains (太行山) of China. This
spiral staircase is known as the “Stairway
to Heaven.”
The Taihang Mountain range runs some
250 miles north-south down the eastern
edge of the Loess Plateau at the intersection of the Tibetan and North China Plain
regions, straddling Hebei, Henan and Shanxi
provinces. It is the site of geological movements and possess the unique Zhangshiyan
landforms - towering peaks, deep gorges,
continuous waterfalls and peculiar caves.
The cinnamon-brown-colored mountains
were formed during the Jurassic Period with
peaks reaching an average 3,300-4,000 ft.
above sea level. The tallest of these peaks,
in northwestern Hebei Province, stands approximately 9,452-ft high. The peaks are
as difficult to scale as they are breathtaking
to look at.

ONLINE
my2020census.gov

PHONE
1 (844) 478-2020

www.apiavote.org/census2020
HOTLINE: (844) 202-0274
MAIL
English & Spanish
only

To entice domestic and foreign tourists to this under-visited scenic region, the
Chinese government came up with the ingenious idea of making getting to the top more
exciting – construct an amazing structure
that helps them get closer to the top!
Chinese builders and engineers picked
a spot in Linzhou, Henan Province, and
erected one monumental spiral staircase.
This impressive structure juts approximately
300 feet into the air on the side of the mountain wall. Visitors ascend single-file and
descend the mountain via another set of
less intimating stairs. Turning back is not
an option. Maybe what one tourism official
said in jest may not be too far from the truth,
‘If you got halfway up and couldn't go any
further, you might just have to stay there.”
All visitors who wish to climb the spiral
staircase to the top must sign a form stating

they have no heart or lung problems. Furthermore, for health and safety purposes, the
official age cut-off for stair climbers is 60.
And for those who make it to the top, the
view is amazing!

View from the top

Besides the view, those who managed
to complete the climb to the top mention
the exhilarating experience of having the
wind blown against their faces and hearing
the joints and hinges of the stairs creak with
their steps. Definitely a feat for the young,
restless and fearless!
For the over-60 set, do not write off the
Taihang Mountains from a future visit as the
region has much to offer. It is a fine example
of mountain ranges formed by tectonic activity and the earth’s crustal evolution. Its
geological history is so long that, according
to UNESCO, “no other existing mountain
world heritage site can match.”
The Taihang Mountains, as described
by UNESCO, “contain rare, almost intact
natural secondary forests, alpine meadows
and steep slopes. The region is a key habitat
for many species endemic to China, such
as Chinese leopard, brown-eared pheasant,
green-backed flycatcher and grey-sided
thrush. The Zhangshiyan landform of Taihang Mountains also is the only habitat
for rare endemic plants such as Taihangia
rupestris var. Taihangia, Clematis lanuginose, Oresitrophe rupifraga and Corydalis
fangshanensis. The waterfront cliffs provide
unique breeding habitats for black stork,
golden eagle and Eurasian eagle-owl. The
valleys provide key wintering area for
endangered Scaly-sided Merganser. Meanwhile, the region is an important corridor
for most migrating raptors in East Asia. In
a word, the Taihang Mountains constitute
a unique geographic unit for biodiversity
conservation.”
And for those who crave more thrills
after scaling the spiral staircase, there is the
872-ft long glass walkway along a mountain
cliff 3,871 feet above sea level at the East
Taihang Scenic Area in northern Hebei
Province, where a 2017 video clip showed
a terrified tour guide dropping to his knees
“as the glass apparently started cracking
under his weight.” This, of course, was a
special-effect planned to strike fear in all
its visitors. No kidding!
However, after a series of accidents, Hebei Province closed all its 32 futuristic glass
bridges and walkways in late 2018-2019
for comprehensive
safety inspections.
When life-afterthe-coronavirus resumes and the travel
bans are lifted, all
you thrill-seeking
and gravity-defying
people can head to
China to climb some
stairs. ♦
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“Tiny Moons: A Year of Eating in Shanghai”
by Nina Mingya Powles
Reviewed by Susan Blumberg-Kason, Asian Review of Books, April 3, 2020

Author: Nina Mingya Powles
Publisher: The Emma Press
Publication date: February 2020
Hardcover: 96 pages
Powles is a writer and zinemaker from Aotearoa New Zealand, of
mixed Malaysian-Chinese heritage. Born in Wellington, New Zealand, to diplomat parents, she had lived in New York, Shanghai, Kota
Kinabalu, and now, London.
She holds an M.A. in Creative Writing from Victoria University of Wellington. In 2018, Nina was one of three winners of the Women Poets'
Prize (UK), and in 2019 won the inaugural Nan Shepherd Prize for
Nature Writing and the Landfall Essay Competition. Nina is poetry
co-editor of The Shanghai Literary Review, is on the editorial board
of the new Aotearoa literary journal Tupuranga, and is founding editor of Bitter Melon, a very small press that publishes limited-edition
pamphlets by Asian poets.
Powles’ new book celebrates food and its importance to identity.

Perhaps because it transcends language
and even thought, there is something about
food that both reinforces and crosses culture.
Food has been a cultural and emotional

touchstone for Nina Mingya Powles since
her earliest days. As a 5-year-old in New
Zealand, she rejected weekend Chinese language school. Although her mother spoke
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Mandarin, Cantonese, and Hakka, Powles
felt like an outcast because her father wasn’t
Chinese and none of the other students in
her Chinese school were mixed.
I starved myself of language, but I
couldn’t starve myself of other things.
Wonton noodle soup, Cantonese roast
duck, my mother’s crispy egg noodles
and her special congee. All the thick,
sweet smells of yum cha restaurants my
parents took me to, ordering all the same
dishes every time, ever since I was born.
By the time she was 12, her family had
moved from New Zealand to Shanghai for
several years. There Powles became even
more connected to her mother’s Malaysian
Chinese roots through food. Powles wrote
a charming food memoir, Tiny Moons: A
year of Eating in Shanghai, set mostly in
Shanghai when she returned as an adult for
language study.
Since Powles returned to Shanghai as
an adult on her own, she wrote about eating
alone and how that relates to finding a sense
of home. Many women travelers don’t like
to eat alone, for a number of reasons, and
Powles addresses this, but also the complex
relationship women have with food.
It is tiring to be a woman who loves
to eat in a society where hunger is something not to be satisfied but controlled.
Where a long history of female hunger is
associated with shame and madness. The
body must be punished for every misstep;
for every “indulgence” the balance of
control must be restored. To enjoy food
as a young woman, to opt out every day
from the guilt expected of me, is a radical
act, of love.
Powles becomes familiar with a wide
assortment of Chinese cuisines and street
food during this year of language study.
Although she often frequents local eateries
for Shanghai’s famous xiaolongbao soup
dumplings and jianbing breakfast wrap, she
also feels drawn to the Cantonese cha chaan
tengs (teahouses) from childhood trips to

visit family in Hong Kong, Singapore,and
Kota Kinabalu.
There is one in Shanghai, hidden on
a quiet street that splits off from chaotic
Huaihai Zhong Lu. The neon sign hanging in the window, 茶餐厅, spills pink
and green light onto the wet pavement.
There is always a queue, and you will
always have to share a small table with
people you don’t know. The walls are a
pale greenish-brown, with retro screens
of yellow and blue glass tiles separating
smokers from the non-smokers.
Since Powles began her year in Shanghai
in the winter, right after the Lunar New Year,
her book starts in the winter and concludes
the following winter, when it’s summer in
New Zealand. Most of the sections of her
book are arranged by one of the four seasons, apart from her backstory at the start
of the book.
By the time Powles is about to return to
New Zealand from her year in Shanghai, she
feels so much more at ease with language,
namely Mandarin.
I was beginning to find a home in this
language, one shared by my mother and
her family but here and now, at this exact
point in time, occupied only by me. The
language was a lifeline, an opening, and
eating alone became a silent ritual. ♦

About the reviewer
Susan Blumberg-Kason is the author
of “Good Chinese Wife: A Love Affair with China Gone Wrong” and
co-edited “Hong Jong Noir.” She
received a Master of Philosophy in
Government and Public Administration
from the Chinese University of Hong
Kong, where she researched emerging
women’s rights. She’s now based in the
Chicago suburbs, Blumberg-Kason is
an elected trustee of her public library.
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Mao Era: Confucianism,
consumerism and the
pursuit of wealth in a
changing China
By Jackson Venjohn
Editor’s note: This is the fourth of a series of articles based on a thesis by Venjohn,
University of Minnesota Carlson School
of Management undergraduate and China
Insight intern, on how Confucianism has
impacted consumerism in China, and the
trade-off between the individual’s pursuit of
wealth vs virtue in Chinese society.
In the January, February and March
issues, we explored the sentiment of Confucius and historians Sima Qian and Ban
Gu during the Zhou, Qin and Han dynasties
(1046 B.C. – A.D. 220) toward consumerism and the pursuit of wealth in a changing
China. Not only does the literature examined
in the first three articles represent the sentiment of these individuals towards a person’s
desire to pursue wealth at the time, but also
more broadly, the state and emperor’s view
toward society.
Understanding how ancient China
viewed consumerism and the pursuit of
wealth through the lens of Confucian
thought and tradition helps us develop a
deeper perspective when comparing with
contemporary Chinese society.
While the last three articles in the series
focused on ancient Chinese literature put
forward by Confucius, Sima Qian and Ban
Gu, the succeeding articles, starting with this
issue, will focus on contemporary applications of these understandings beginning with
the Mao era, followed by Deng Xiaoping’s
“Reform and Opening Up” (“改革開放,”
gaige-kaifang) and ending with moderntimes under Xi Jinping.

Mao era

Union’s urban proletariat. According to
historians, Mao excelled “in achieving a
unity of theory and practice, a major motif in
Confucian philosophy.”1 From 1949 to 1957,
China experienced a period of extraordinary
economic growth, structure and innovation.
However, the beginning of Mao’s reign was
followed by “two periods of disaster and
great disorder among the people: first the
Great Leap Forward of 1958-1960, followed
by years of economic recovery, 1961-1965;
and second the Cultural Revolution of 1966
to Ma’s death in 1976”.2 By the time the
Cultural Revolution started, some might
describe Mao’s position as more closely
aligned with an emperor-type figure rather
than just a mere political leader. It was a time
of intense propaganda campaigns including
slogans posted such as “learn revolution
by making revolution” and “bombard the
headquarters” in order to stimulate the youth
and students. Mao famously issued his own
book “Quotations from Chairman Mao”
to the masses. This book is colloquially
referred to as “Mao’s Little Red Book.” In
this book, Mao included indoctrinations of
his teachings for his troops and the rest of the
People’s Republic of China to read. It was
handed out to China’s laobaixing (老百姓,
literally translated as “old hundred names,”
meaning the populace, young and old) and
has been extraordinarily influential to the
development of the Chinese ideology. The
content presented in the book include many
traditional philosophies directly expressing
Confucian thought and ideology similar to
that in the official literature published during
the Han Dynasty, which we examined in the
first three articles of this series.

Cultural Revolution – Mao’s
‘Little Red Book’

Mao Zedong

Fast forward several thousand years
from the Han dynasty to 1949, the end of
the Chinese Civil war. The Communist
Party takes control of mainland China and
the Nationalist Party flees to Taiwan. Mao
Zedong, a Chinese communist revolutionary, founded the People’s Republic of China
on a Marxist-Leninist ideology based off
the Soviet Union. Where the Soviet Union’s
form of Marxism focused on the urban proletariat, the industrial working class and the
urban leaders as key roles in society, Mao
adapted this ideology to China, substituting
the agricultural peasantry for the Soviet

In his ”Quotations” book, Mao was
very explicit about his stances on the unity
of China and what role the voice of the individual plays in society. Chapter 25 said,
“The unification of our country, the unity
of our people and the unity of our various
nationalities – these are the basic guarantees of the sure triumph of our cause.”3 The
questions left standing is – what does the
unification of China look like to Mao and
by what process can it be accomplished?
In Chapter 33, titled “Study,” Mao boldly
encouraged the people of China to search
for and solve new problems in society by
applying the Marxist-Leninist philosophy.
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Mao wrote: “It is necessary to master Marxist theory and apply it. The more problems
you elucidate (meaning to make something
clear) and the more comprehensively and
profoundly you do so, the greater will be
your achievement.”4
At first glance this seems like quite a
revolutionary proposal, and capitalistic in a
sense. Mao is encouraging and empowering
individuals to search for and find problems
to solve. However, it is from a centrally
controlled Marxist standpoint. Mao clarified
his stance on individuals “solving problems”
in another chapter when discussing democracy and the petty bourgeoise (lower middle
class). Mao suggested that democracy must
be destroyed because it damages, weakens
and undermines, the Communist Party’s
fighting capacity and ability to maintain
control, causing a defeat to the Party’s most
important campaign at the time, the Cultural
Revolution.
In Chapter 15 on “Democracy,” Mao
pointed out to his readers: “The source
of ultra-democracy consists in the petty
bourgeoisie's individualistic aversion to discipline. When this characteristic is brought
into the Party, it develops into ultra-democratic ideas politically and organizationally.
These ideas are utterly incompatible with the
fighting tasks of the proletariat.”5
The petty bourgeoisie refers to a Marxist
term meaning small-scale shopkeepers and
merchants. We see the themes of anti-businessmen and the association of the pursuit
of profit with criminality reappearing. The
individualistic intentions and pursuits of the
petty bourgeoise are antithetical to the tasks
of the Communist Party and incompatible
with the goals of Mao.
Although Mao is still praised today in
China for being the grandfather and patriarch of the People’s Republic of China, the

10 years following the Cultural Revolution
between 1966 to 1976 were considered
“10 lost years” because of the destruction
of the Chinese economy and the political
struggle that had developed because of
Mao’s policies. In 1978, Deng Xiaoping,
responsible for the reform and opening of
China to the global markets, assumed office as the paramount leader of the Chinese
Communist Party.
In next month’s issue, we will compare
Mao Era examples with Deng Xiaoping’s
efforts to shift China into a more open and
globally focused economy and society. ♦
1. Fairbank, John King, and Merle Goldman.
China: a New History. Pg. 302. Cambridge,
MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press, 2006.
2. Fairbank, John King, and Merle Goldman.
China: a New History. Pg. 343. Cambridge,
MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press, 2006.
3. On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People (February 27,
1957). 1st pocket ed., pp. 1-2.
4. "Rectify the Party's Style of Work"
(February 1, 1942), Selected Works, Vol.
III, p. 38.
5. “On Correcting Mistaken Ideas in the
Party" (December 1929), Selected Works,
Vol. I, p. 108.

Thank you
for reading
China Insight
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The coronavirus racists
By Elaine Dunn
Yellow Peril, take two.
Video clips of Asian Americans describing being spat upon, told to ”take your virus
and go home,” sworn a, given the evil eye,
or worse, had been making the email circuits
the past few months. Along with Beijing,
anti-Trumpers were quick to get on their
soapboxes denouncing U.S. President Donald Trump for calling the dreaded virus the
“Chinese / Wuhan” virus, thereby fueling
the anti-Chinese sentiment. But was Trump
really the instigator?
Any cursory online search would show
mainstream broadcast media (ABC, CBS,
MSNBC and others) with CNN’s Christiane
Amanpour, Alisyn Camerota, Chris Cuomo,
Don Lemon leading the charge using those
very terms throughout January 2020! Media
Research Center has compiled a two-minute
video that shows a host of media figures
using “Wuhan coronavirus” or “Chinese
coronavirus” even after the same media
figures attacked the president and other
Republicans for being racist using those
same exact terms.
Print and online media fared no better.

Further, according to the Media Research Center, a Nexis search turned up
more than 10,000 uses of “Wuhan coronavirus” around the world, including media
outlets in Asia and Europe. New York
Times, Washington Post, Sacramento Bee
and others ran headlines such as:
• “Japan and Thailand Confirm New Cases
of Chinese Coronavirus,” The New York
Times, 1/15/20
• “First U.S. case of potentially deadly Chinese coronavirus confirmed in Washington
state,” Washington Post, 1/21/20
• “Chinese coronavirus outbreak has reached
U.S. shores, CDC says,” Los Angeles
Times, 1/21/20
• “The First Case Of The Chinese Coronavirus Has Hit The US, CDC Reports,”
Buzzfeed, 1/21/20
• “First U.S. Case Reported of Deadly Wuhan Virus,” Wall Street Journal, 1/22/20
• “With Wuhan virus genetic code in hand,
scientists begin work on a vaccine,” Reuters, 1/24/20
• “The Wuhan Virus: How to Stay Safe,”
Foreign Policy, 1/25/20
• “China coronavirus ‘spreads before symptoms show,’” BBC, 1/26/20
• “Chinese coronavirus infections, death
toll soar as fifth case is confirmed in U.S.,”
Washington Post, 1/26/20
• “Something Far Deadlier Than The Wuhan Virus Lurks Near You,” USA Today,
1/29/20
• “What to know about China coronavirus
outbreak,” Sacramento Bee, 1/30/20
On Feb 11, the World Health Organization issued a memo to “de-stigmatize”
the coronavirus. “[T]his is not a ‘Wuhan
Virus,’ ‘Chinese Virus’ or ‘Asian Virus,’” it
said. “The official name for the disease was
deliberately chosen to avoid stigmatization
– the ‘co’ stands for Corona, ‘vi’ for virus
and ‘d’ for disease, 19 is because the disease
emerged in 2019.”
However, by then, print and online me-

dia had already been bandying the “Wuhan/
Chinese coronavirus” term around for close
to two months.
But why did Trump insist on labeling
COVID-19 “Chinese coronavirus” even
after the WHO memo came out? According
to the president, he wanted to be “accurate.”
See the Politico tweet below.

The U.S. national security adviser insisted the birthplace of the virus was China.
"This virus did not originate in the United
States, it originated in Wuhan," he insisted
on March 11.
While the now-normal, daily “Trump/
GOP is racist” rants are going on within the
U.S., the Chinese propaganda machine was
suggesting on Chinese social media “the
U.S. army may have brought the deadly
coronavirus into China,” with not a shred
of evidence to support its claim whatsoever. One of the Chinese foreign ministry
spokesperson even repeated this on Twitter
on March 13!

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson’s
tweet

So, is attaching a geographical location
to a disease indicative of “racism”?
History shows COVID-19 would not
be the first disease to have a geographical
location attached to it. Previous examples
include the 2015 U.S. outbreak of Ebola
(named after a river in Zaire), German
measle (outbreaks in 1964 and 1965 infected more than 12 million in the U.S.),
the late 1960s Hong Kong flu, and the
1918-1920 outbreak of the Spanish flu in
Europe), Lyme disease (1970s outbreak in
Lyme, Conn.), 2012 MERS (Middle East
respiratory syndrome), Rocky Mountain
spotted fever (known as such since 1920s),
St. Louis encephalitis (the 1930s epidemic
that emerged in Missouri) and the West Nile
virus (first identified patient was from North
Uganda in 1937). Actually, German measles
did not even originate from Germany! Rubella was so named because it was German
physicians who first identified it! Similarly,
the coverage and reporting of the Spanish
flu outbreak was minimized in Germany, the
UK, France and the U.S. Neutral Spain was

the scapegoat because its King Alfonso XIII
was gravely ill with it. Bum rap, indeed!
Did the big “R” word come up in those
earlier instances? Or is the current hue and
cry over “Wuhan /Chinese coronavirus” a
sign of current times? As one cable channel
used to say, “We report; you decide.”
Since kindergarten, we’ve all been
taught the “Golden Rule”: “Do unto others
as you would have them do unto you.”
So … you would think the Chinese and
Chinese government who protested loud and
often about the U.S. calling COVID-19 the
Wuhan/Chinese coronavirus would exhibit
empathy toward foreigners? Heck no!
The Chinese government had banned the
entry of virtually all foreigners, including
diplomats and individuals with residence
permits.
Foreigners, especially those of African
descent, have been reporting increasing
incidents of hostility and discrimination in
China since the coronavirus pandemic. See
“notice” below shown to black customers
at a McDonald’s in the city of Guangzhou.
(McDonald’s had apologized for the incident since and temporarily closed the branch
to “educate managers and employees.”)
An April 14
article in the International Business
Times reported:
• “Black Africans
in Guangzhou have
long suffered racism and discrimination
• Guangzhou’s African community
had been evicted
from their homes
and apartments
• African governments and diplomats have expressed their
outrage over the incidents”
Racism against black people is common
in and not new to China. Its history dates
back decades, unfortunately. Africans are
generally perceived by many mainland
Chinese as “dirty” and “uncivilized.”
The African ambassadors in Beijing
jointly wrote and sent a letter to China's Foreign Ministry. “The singling out of Africans
for compulsory testing and quarantine, in
our view, has no scientific or logical basis

and amounts to racism towards Africans
in China,” it said. In addition, Chinese
ambassadors in a dozen African countries
were summoned by their host governments
to address Africans being “mistreated and
harassed” in China.
The McDonald’s incident is not an
isolated incident. There are reports of foreigners being tested multiple times without
given results, evicted from their apartments,
banned from hotels or held under house arrest, all under the guise of “anti-virus measures.” BBC News in Hong Kong reported
that the African community in Guangzhou
had shrunk from hundreds of thousands to
just thousands.
The Globe and Mail had also reported
Europeans, Indians and Americans around
Beijing have been told to “stay away” by
Chinese citizens as well as denied in-home
service calls by repairmen. They also have
been refused entry to fitness facilities and
restaurants.
Despite what is going on, for some reason most mainland Chinese do not consider
themselves racists. They look on racism as
a “western problem” only and that it does
not exist in China. They look at themselves
as victims, not the
perpetrators of racism.
An April 8
editorial in China
Daily proclaimed,
“There have been
cases of Asians or
Chinese being attacked or verbally
abused in some
countries. But there
have been no cases
of foreigners being
maltreated in such
a way on the Chinese mainland.” As stated
before, “We report, you decide.”
At the end of the day, how governments
and citizens respond to the COVID-19 pandemic should all be based on basic human
decency. Stigma and discrimination have
no place in society, ever, especially during
a global public health crisis where consideration for and cooperation among all is the
path to seeing us through. ♦
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MN International
Chinese School, Chinese
organizations help in the
fight against COVID-19
Twenty-three local Asian restaurants and
The Minnesota International Chinese School
joined forces with the Minnesota Chinese
American Chamber of Commerce and the
Council for US-China Medical Technology
Exchanges to raise $38,000 for purchasing
and shipping medical equipment for battling
the coronavirus outbreak. Supplies ranged
from oxygen concentrators, masks, hand
sanitizers, gloves and were donated to local
hospitals, fire stations, senior living facilities, etc. Chinese food wholesalers donated
fresh fruits and vegetables as well that were
given away at a Bloomington drive-through
location to anyone in need.

“While procuring these supplies can be
difficult, it is also a challenge to efficiently
donate them to organizations with the highest need. We are searching for hospitals,
clinics, first responders … other community organizations that can make the best
use of these supplies,” said Melody Zhou,
principal of The Minnesota International
Chinese School.
Any organization where these supplies
are needed can request PPE at
http://mnchinese.org/donation-request/
Additional information of Chinese fighting COVID-19 can be found at
www.mn-chineseamericans.org

Additional COVID-19
community resources

Chinese food wholesalers donate fresh
produce to those in need

Donated supplies for Edina police

Form documenting masks donated to
St. Joseph Hospital

Another local community organization
quick and eager to offer resources to help
everyone through the current public health
crisis. Is Asian Media Access, whose mission is to connect the disconnected, is a
nonprofit “dedicated to using multimedia
arts, technology and community organizing as tools for social betterment.” It has
launched an Emergency Relief Fund. The
online application (https://bit.ly/2zHm1iI)
targets youth and families in need. Grants of
$200 and supplies are immediately available
to applicants.
The Emergency Relief Fund is intended
for AANHPI youth and their families.
Grants support the following essential services and relief efforts:
• Children/Youth and/or Elder care
• Cultural, Ceremonial, Spirit-Aligned Healing Support
• Economic Hardship Relief
• Educational Access
• Food Delivery
• Information and Communications — Access to accurate information; Radio/T.V.,
Internet
• Loss under the Racism Incidents
• Personal Protective Gears and Cleaning
Supplies
• Shelter and Housing
• Social-Emotional Support
Blogger (thebusyweekend.com) Erin
Pearson compiled resources such as “NoGym Workout Methods to Get in Peak
Shape,” “Breathing Techniques: A Guide to
the Science and Methods,” “Detoxify Your
Home and Join the Green Cleaning Trend,”
“The Efficient Wellness Routine Guide for
Busy People” etc., to help cooped-up folks
stay mentally and physically healthy. These
are available on China Insight’s website. ♦
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PBS series on Asian
Americans
Date: Monday, May 11, 7-9 p.m. (repeated Tuesday, May 12, 1-3 a.m.)

Asian Americans is a five-hour film
series that delivers a bold, fresh perspective on a history that matters today, more
than ever. As America becomes more
diverse, and more divided, while facing
unimaginable challenges, how do we move
forward together? Told through intimate and
personal lives, the series will cast a new lens
on U.S. history and the ongoing role that
Asian Americans have played in shaping
the nation’s story.
On May 11 & May 12 will premiere the
film series that will chronicle the contributions and challenges of Asian Americans,
the fastest-growing ethnic group in America.
Personal histories and new academic research will cast a fresh lens on U.S. history
and the role Asian Americans have played
in it.

Led by a team of Asian American
filmmakers, including Academy Award®nominated series producer Renee TajimaPeña (Who Killed Vincent Chin?, No Más
Bebés), Asian Americans examines the significant role of Asian Americans in shaping
American history and identity, from the first
wave of Asian immigrants in the 1850s and
identity politics during the social and cultural turmoil of the 20th century to modern
refugee crises in a globally connected world.
“These are American stories: stories of
resilience in the face of racism, of overcoming challenges as refugees from war and
strife, of making contributions in all sectors
of society: business, technology, military
service, and the arts,” said Stephen Gong,
Executive Director of the Center for Asian
American Media.

Broadcast dates on TPT 2

May 11: Breaking Ground/A Question of
Loyalty, 7-9 p.m. (repeated Tuesday, May
12, 1-3 a.m.)
May 12: Good Americans/Generation Rising, 7-9 p.m. (repeated Tuesday, May 13,
1-3 a.m.)
May 12: Breaking Through, 9 p.m. (repeated May 13, 3 a.m.) ♦

Global Minnesota presents
Global Conversations:
China’s Road into Latin
America
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 6 p.m.
Cost: Free
Registration required at globalminnesota.org
Margaret Myers, director
of the Asia & Latin America
Program at the Inter-American Dialogue, will discuss
the regional and global impact
of China’s relationship with
Latin America.
Since joining the InterAmerican Dialogue, Myers
has established the China
and Latin America Working
Group to examine China’s
growing presence in Latin
America and the Caribbean. Previously,
she worked as a Latin America and China
analyst for the U.S. Department of Defense,
a consultant for the Inter-American Development Bank, and for Fauquier County

Schools, where she developed the county’s
first Mandarin language program.
Detailed instructions on how to join this
free Global Conversations webinar will be
sent out before each event. ♦

ChinaInsight is a local newspaper fostering U.S.-China cultural and
business harmony.

C100 presents Asian
American Career Ceilings
webcast

We are interested in publishing articles that engage audiences in
America. Potential topics range from understanding daily life in China
(or for Chinese in America) to discussions of business markets from
both an American or Chinese viewpoint.

Date: Thursday, May 7, 7-8 p.m.
Cost: Free
Registration required: https://bit.ly/3cVFZER

If you would like to contribute an article, please contact Greg
Hugh at 612-723-4872 or email ghugh@chinainsight.info.

The webcast that will feature a fireside
chat with C100 member, former U.S. Ambassador to China and former governor of

Call for Articles…
Concerned about misconceptions about China?

Washington state Gary Locke on government service. Moderator will be C100 member Peter Young. A Q&A session follows. ♦
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China and COVID-19: The aim of the blame
game is to inflame
By Ralph W. Beha
Every four years or so, in the run-up to
our presidential election. the United States
goes through a ritual flogging of “China”
(as though “China” were a monolithic entity
in an almost super-human personal form).
Blaming everything from job losses created
by automation and technology to income
inequality and globalization on “China”
has become a predictable, if unfortunate,
political gambit, on both sides of the aisle.
In the past, the noise has usually subsided and the administration, regardless
of party, has gone on to forge a coherent
policy of engagement, drawing the Chinese
government into international organizations, forging multilateral treaty solutions
to thorny situations, and conducting useful,
if protracted, negotiations on matters of
bilateral concern. During the past several
decades, these engagement efforts have led
to a broad and deep opening of China to the
West, reductions in geopolitical tensions,
alleviation of poverty in China, and highly
productive and prosperous trade and investment, academic, and cultural relations and
understanding between the peoples of the
U.S. and China.
This year, it’s hard to separate the
periodic election bluster from the steady
drumbeat of China bashing in which the
U.S. government has indulged since 2016.
During this time the current administration
has barely missed an opportunity to damage
relations between the governments of the
U.S. and the People’s Republic of China,
and to sow and cultivate an insidious antiChinese sentiment in the process. This has
ranged from the “Trade War” to the exaggerated assertions of Chinese “intellectual
property theft” (which currently ranks sixth
in the American business community’s concerns about doing business with China), to
unsubstantiated assertions that the Chinese

company Huawei (a leader in 5G technologies) is planting espionage hardware into every mobile and infrastructure device it sells
anywhere in the world, to the fear that the
Chinese economy’s maturation and growth
itself (pulling over 700 million people out
of poverty in the past two generations)
somehow constitutes an existential threat
to the U. S. compelling us to view “China”
as The Enemy.
The emergence of the current coronavirus pandemic has provided fertile ground for
the expansion of this odious trend. From the
panoply of conspiracy theories ranging from
the silly to the truly paranoid, there is now a
chorus of blame being focused on Chinese
people, the Chinese central government,
the Chinese Communist Party, Chinese
participants in intergovernmental organizations, and Chinese scholars, students and
expatriates. The administration has gone
from persistent denial that the epidemic was
a problem at all to assertions of a “cover-up”
by the Chinese government that allegedly set
back or delayed the U.S. response. We have
gone, as David Frum of The Atlantic (and
former George W. Bush speech writer) noted
recently, from lauding the Chinese government’s response to shifting all “blame” for
the U.S. government’s slow response, and
for the very virus itself, to China.
While the science of how pandemics
emerge suggests that, this time, the pathogens originated in Hubei province, there is
no rational support for the assertions that
these are intentionally created or spread
(to great personal loss and suffering) by
anything uniquely “Chinese.” Previous
epidemics in recent human history (SARS,
MERS, Ebola, AIDS, polio, the “Spanish
Flu” of 1918, or others) showed no respect
for the national boundaries, or ethnic or
racial backgrounds, of their sites of origin.

The misbranded “Spanish Flu” of 1918
appears to have its origins in swine operations in Kansas near the end of WWI; we
don’t feel compelled to re-brand Kansans
(looking at you, Mike Pompeo) with that
virulent and deadly pandemic. The AIDS
epidemic that took root in the U.S. in early
1980s, initially thought to be linked to gay
men with Haitian partners, has not been
re-branded the Deadly Gay Virus. There is
only one reason to relabel the current novel
coronavirus the “Chinese virus,” and this is
to inflame sentiment against “China” and, by
extension, to people and all things Chinese.
Most disturbingly, the continued attempts to associate the current pandemic
with “the Chinese” (including a House
resolution calling for the Chinese government to “publicly declare” that the epidemic
started there) have led to an atmosphere
where Chinese American citizens, and other
individuals of Chinese and Asian heritage,
are subjected to disgusting and dangerous
personal attacks, and not only in this country. This demonization of our fellow humans
of Chinese background, that they somehow
don’t have families, parents, kids, or jobs,
or participate in our congregations, sports
leagues, cultural events and the other aspects
of our modern life (however that emerges
from this crisis), enables them to be blamed
for the pandemic. Shifting the blame for
the current pandemic onto the blameless,
simply because they are easily identified and
demonized, is cruel and unconscionable. It
has to stop.
For me personally, this cuts close to
home. My parents immigrated to the U.S.
from Germany in 1950; I was born that
same year. In this country where my parents
landed, less than five years after a cataclysmic war, Midwesterners of good heart and
soul (some with their own lingering war

injuries) were able to differentiate between
a former wartime enemy and the simple
family who fled to the U.S. in its aftermath.
They welcomed our family as neighbors into
their workplaces, schools, homes, bowling
leagues, and social and cultural lives. (This
is not to compare the Third Reich with China
today in any way, only to compliment my
adopted community’s ability to treat people,
even former enemies of war, with dignity,
respect, and character.)
Of course we need not be naively uncritical of the Chinese government; there
are many policies of the current Chinese
regime with which reasonable persons are
entitled to take issue, from treatment of minorities in the west of China or an emerging,
intrusive social ranking system to economic
and trade policies that sometimes distort
aspects of the international economic order.
These critiques, however reasonable, do
not justify the demonization of persons of
Chinese heritage or background, especially
in these days of a global pandemic, whether
among us here or in China. Scientists and
scholars in China have already decoded
and shared the coronavirus genome with
the world; Chinese-American scientists like
Dr. David Ho (TIME’s Man of the Year in
1996) have helped us find relief from the
ravages of AIDS and are now working on a
COVID-19 cure.
It’s time to reject the blame game, and
let the better angels of our nature guide our
decisions and actions. ♦
Ralph W. Beha is an attorney in Minneapolis, and president of the Minnesota
Chapter of the US-China Peoples Friendship Association. The views expressed in this
article are his own and do not represent any
organization.

Standing together against intolerance
By William Zajicek
As even the faintest hint of spring begins
to appear in the Twin Cities, many of us are
struggling with the dual impulses of going
outside and gathering with friends and family, yet still exercising physical distancing
as required by state and local mandate. At
the same time, there is another situation of
dual impulses we wanted to take some time
to address.

For the vast majority of people during
this unprecedented time with COVID-19,
the natural inclination is to demonstrate
kindness and warmth for our fellow citizens.
Perhaps it’s checking in with relatives and
long-lost friends to make sure they are doing
all right or making the effort to wave hello
to people you see across the street. Unfortunately, the other side of that coin has been
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an increase nationally and locally in verbal
and physical threats aimed at people and
institutions of Asian descent.
We speak from experience, as even
friends of the Minnesota China Friendship
Garden Society have been the targets of
hateful insults trying to blame China and
Asians in general for the pandemic. Speaking for our organization and speaking for
everyone I’ve known for many decades in
the Twin Cities – this is not who we are. The
Twin Cities I know is a beacon of tolerance
and caring. A community that seamlessly
blends good, old-fashioned midwestern
kindness with a modern appreciation for
the diversity of a world-class metropolitan
region.
My sincere hope is that a misguided
and vengeful few – mostly hiding behind
the anonymity of message boards and online comments – will not have their voices
elevated over the vast majority in our community who understand the collective nature
of this crisis. No country and no particular
group of people are to blame for a global
pandemic. As is often heard these days by
responsible elected leaders, business lead-

ers, and community leaders – we are all in
this together. And together we will rise and
become even stronger than before.
When the pandemic abates and the
quarantines lift, visiting and supporting
all kinds of cultural venues throughout the
Twin Cities is the most profound way for
all people to show appreciation and love of
our wonderfully diverse and tolerant city.
None of us know exactly when this crisis
will end and what “the new normal” will
look like. But I would bet my very last dollar
that sometime in the near future, the good
people of the Twin Cities will once again
gather within our institutions, venues and
public spaces and celebrate the diversity and
spirit which makes this community such a
wonderful place to live and work. ♦
William Zajicek is president of the Minnesota China Friendship Garden Society. The St.
Paul-Changsha China Friendship Garden
of Whispering Willows and Flowing Waters
is located at the northwest end of Lake
Phalen in Phalen Regional Park, St. Pau1.
More information about the organization
can be found at: http://mnchinagarden.org/.
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2020年人口普查將影響您家庭的未來。

人口普查中收集的信息將用於每年超過1.5萬億聯邦資金的分配。
這些資金將影
響關鍵的服務，包括 教育、醫保、老年中心以及公共交通。

對於大學生來說，重要的是要計
算您在正常情況下4月1日的居
住地址。

別忘了登記
嬰兒或幼兒

回答是簡單的。

• 今年在校期間居住在校内的學生
將由大學按照小組人數計算
• 今年住在校外的學生應在其住所
地址與室友一起填寫人口普查

線上

電話

my2020census.gov

1 (844) 391-2020

需要幫助或有疑問嗎？
致電亞洲人口普查熱線（844）202-0274

紙質表格

English & Spanish
ASIAN AND
PACIFIC ISLANDER
AMERICAN VOTE

www.2020census.gov/

www.apiavote.org/census2020

Yinghua Academy’s distance teachinglearning experience
By Abigail Pribbenow, Yinghua Academy
The announcement of Executive Order
20-02, issued by Minnesota Governor Tim
Walz, reached the Yinghua Academy community on the final day of the public charter
school’s spring break.
Yinghua is a Chinese immersion public
charter school serving more than 800 students in kindergarten through eighth grade.
Academic Director Dr. Luyi Lien quickly
mobilized the Yinghua teaching staff to
convert the curriculum to a distance learning
platform using Zoom, Flipgrid, Seesaw and
Google Classroom.
After the third week of distance learning,
teachers reported that the use of technology
has become easier for them as well as for
students. Nothing replaces in-school learning, but the Yinghua community feels grateful to be able to connect daily via remote
learning platforms. Teachers shared these

positive outcomes in a week-two survey:
• We’ve enjoyed sharing our homes, pets,
hobbies, and fun activities with our students.
• Yinghua parents have supported us by
helping their children with time management, tech, and motivation to learn.
• This has been an unexpected opportunity
to communicate and connect with students
in new ways.
• Everyone was excited to get back to school
to “see” one another.
• Teachers love learning new skills on apps
like Zoom, Google Classroom, Seesaw, and
Flipgrid.
• The "breakout rooms" allow teachers to
interact with small groups of students.
Although the overall experience in distance teaching-learning is positive, it would
be unrealistic to say there were no “challenges” along the way. Yinghua teachers
and families are like everyone else --they
are newly balancing working from home,

sharing their work space with family and
pets, parenting while working, and more.
One of Yinghua’s art teachers had her baby
on her lap while explaining a color wheel
assignment. Another, a first-grade teacher,
demonstrated the concept of fractions by
cutting a watermelon on her kitchen counter
when the family cat walked dangerously
close to the fruit being cut!
Through it all, teachers encouraged
one another to measure learning in terms
of growth, rather than achievement, and to
be gentle with one another. In addition to
scheduled breaks during the full-day synchronous learning schedule, teachers found
creative ways to keep everyone connected
socially. Music teachers issued a challenge:
upload to Flipgrid your own performance of
a favorite Chinese karaoke song. Physical
education teachers invited students to share
videos of circus skills, such as twirling and
acrobatics.
There were some funny things also. Just
after the governor announced the school clo-

Teaching with baby on her lap

Grade 4 teacher using multiple screens

Karaoke session

Student practices lesson on whiteboard

Activity demonstrating circus skills

sure, staff proceeded to pack up the contents
of the lockers to send home. The lockers
contained the usual items to be expected workbooks and the small white boards that
students use to practice writing characters
or calculate math problems - and a few surprises too, including a less-than-fresh cake!
Executive Director Sue Berg says, “I’m
proud of the Yinghua community. Our
teachers have really made heroic efforts
to transform their in-person teaching into
dynamic, interactive lessons that can be
shared online. It’s a huge challenge, but we
know that our students, no matter their age
or family’s challenges, continue to learn,
and continue to practice Chinese.”
The community looks forward to the
day when students and teachers can return
to school in northeast Minneapolis, if not
this spring, then in fall 2020. ♦
Photos provided by Yinghua Academy
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Perfect for social distancing outings:
Chinese gardens
There are two Chinese gardens in the Twin Cities for you to immerse yourself in beauty and tranquility.

Garden of Whispering Willows and Flowing Waters
1630 Phalen Dr. E., St. Paul

This garden is a Saint Paul-Changsha sister city collaboration initiated by the MN China
Friendship Garden Society. It is located at the northwest end of Lake Phalen in Phalen
Regional Park, St. Paul, Minnesota. It is free and open year-round.
The pavilion, completed in 2018 with the help of artisans from Changsha is the first
phase of a 1.2-acre project. The double-roofed pavilion with sweeping eaves is a replica of
China’s famous 18th century Aiwan Pavilion. The Hmong Heritage Wall, also completed
in 2018, pays homage to the local Hmong community as Changsha is their ancestral home.
Visitors can enjoy the solitude and splendor of the outdoors while remaining in harmony
with the intimacy of nature. Sit under the beautiful open-air Xiang Jiang Pavilion and take
in the sights, sounds, and smells of nature to relax and contemplate.
The garden is free and open year-round. More information about the organization can
be found at: http://mnchinagarden.org/

Landscape Arboretum
3675 Arboretum Dr, Chaska

The Chinese Garden is located on Three-Mile Drive. Enter the garden through the dramatic Moon Gate, symbolic of casting off stress and tension. Stroll the shoreline pathway
westward to the Tree Peony Garden. In Chinese culture, the peony is "the king of flowers"
and a symbol of wealth. A nearby large willow, symbolizing purity and healing, provides a
dramatic counterpoint with its gracefully swirling branches and rustling sounds. Continue
along a meandering shoreline to enjoy breathtaking views.

Artist rendering of completed garden

Peony Pavilion from the viewing platform
Xiang Jiang Pavilion

Scholar rocks on grassy hillside, a special gift from the Shaanxi Provincial People's
Government, in central China.

Hmong Heritage Wall

